DR BROWN
saw PEJP is
'INSANE'.
His opinion left
out of discussion.
Dear Mr. Jacob Kern,

States Attorney

Dear Sir,

Supposing the state has no further use for my services in the Prindagost case, in as much as I have been left out of the conference of medical expert called for today at Dr. Fox's office - I send for your opinion, which I need for some reason or other.

Yours truly,

Dr. Brower
After repeated examinations of Patrick Ennis Joseph Prendergast and several consultations with Drs. Potter, Bihlsford, Spence Clewigha, Church, Dewey, I have reached the conclusion that he is insane (medically) and that the form of insanity is paranoia.

As to his legal insanity, which as I understand it is about six years hence with responsibility, there is some doubt - because of insufficient information as to family tempera-